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Netacad iot chapter 5 answers

q1)How can a virtual assistant pose a security risk? A set of answer options can be seen remotely in personal devices. You can change the sensor options. Encryption protocols are not supported. Personal information can be leaked. Q2)Which three passwords are the least secure? (Select
three.) A set of answer options s3CurE_p@ssasdfghjklrandolph34% cafe_! Ci3c0_RocK $135792468 Q3)How are USB flash drives a security risk? A set of answer options they contain wireless antennas. They have cattle that could be infected. They can't be encrypted. They contain a
remote sensor. Q4)Why would an IT professional use Zebrach? A set of answer options to explore a business to explore an appto to investigate a person exploring an IoT Q5 device)What action can help reduce risk online? A set of answer options to receive unwanted software updates only
when connected to a secure network just click on embedded links in e-mail messages from members only to make transactions on websites after verifying the URL is only true to download programs with the most positive reviews on third-party Q6 websites)What are three examples of
personally identifiable information? (Select three.) A set of answers to water use options at the number of vehicle value thermometer fuel economy bank number date of birth Q7)adjust the good security practices to describe. A set of answer options that implement human resources security
measures: researching and performing background checks on employee access controls: Assigning user roles and people with permission levels: Regularly train security checks for incident responses: Perform and test Q8 emergency response scenarios)Which two online activities pose
high security risks? (Select two.) A set of reply options using VPN to access the Internet from hot wi-fi email links tracking email links that have already been scanned by the email server Creating a very complex password for a new account and storing it in the Password Manager service
Verifying a banking site URL before entering information sharing information about Q9 social media)Which three elements should be combined when creating a strong password? (Select three.) A set of answer options personal information combinations of letters and numbers names live
special characters consequential word phrases Q10)What is the purpose of performing a risk assessment? A set of answer options detailing work obligations and expectations for users of secure procedures that dictate assets to justify security expenses that guarantee access to Q11
physical assets)An employee uses a coffee shop Wi-Fi hot spot to access company email. What action can the employee take to reduce the security risk of using hotspots? A set of answer options encrypt traffic using VPN. Verify the name of the sender of the e-mail messages before
opening them. Click Only embedded links in e-mail messages from trusted colleagues. Scan e-mail messages using antivirus software. Q12)What is the purpose of a white hat hacker? A set of answer options for protection Datastealing datavalidating datavalidating data data Q13)What are
best practices for securing a wireless router that restricts access to only specific internal hosts? A set of mac answer options address filtering disabled SSIDss advertisements Preparing cable encryption and built-in firewall Q14)What is used to detect a wireless network? Set of
IPMACSPISSID Q15 address answer options)What are two recommended steps for wireless network protection and security? (Select two.) A set of answer options Use WPA2-AES encryption. Locate the wireless router on which it is accessible to users. Update firmware. Use the default
SSID. Enable remote management. Other answers What are two recommended steps for protecting and securing a wireless network? (Select two.) Update firmware. Use WPA2-AES encryption. Which three passwords are the least secure? (Select three.) 135792468 Randolph asdfghjkl
match the best security practices to the description. Implement human resources security measures: Research and perform background checks on employees using access controls: Assign user roles and permission levels that teach users: Train security users who regularly check event



responses: Perform and test emergency response scenarios What are wireless router security best practices that restrict access to specific internal hosts only? MAC address filtering What are three examples of personally identifiable information? (Select three.) Bank account number
identification number car birth how can a virtual assistant be a security risk? Personal information can be leaked. Which two online activities pose high security risks? (Select two.) Following email links already scanned by the social media information sharing email server which three
elements should be combined when creating a strong password? (Select three.) Special character combinations of letters and expressions tell what is the purpose of a white hat hacker? Data protection What is the purpose of conducting a risk assessment? Assess assets to justify security
expenses What action can help reduce online risk? Make transactions on websites only after verifying the correct URL How are USB flash drives a security risk? They have cattle that could be infected. Why would an IT person use Zazarek? To investigate a person what is used to identify a
wireless network? An employee SSID uses instead of accessing company email. What action can the employee take to reduce the security risk of using hotspots? Encrypt traffic using VPN. artemkopytko other answers What is the main focus of the CCNA routing and branding curriculum
available through the Cisco Network Academy? It provides learners with a comprehensive overview of concepts and skills online. What is the main focus of the IoT basics courses available through cisco's network academy curriculum? The courses teach learners how to connect sensors to
the cloud, analyze big data, and collect data securely. Or a lie? Although IoT is considered enabling technology, not all jobs created are IT-related. Verify how many students have been trained through Cisco Networking Academies so far? 5 million What is the main focus of the IT basics
course available through the Cisco Academy curriculum? He teaches learners the basics of computer hardware and software. How many countries have Cisco Networking academies helping people prepare for recognized industry approvals and IT skills control? 180 What work related to
IoT will deal with the development and implementation of the basic technologies in the digital world? Enables cisco developer program community to learn, connect, inspire, and code and consists of coordinated development tools and sandboxes? Cisco Learning Network What series of
courses at Cisco Network Academy is designed to develop skills for secure data collection, cloud sensor connection, and big data analysis? IoT Basics Which IT community is a collection of resources designed for people who want to develop skills and continue with Cisco certification?
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